Tagging biomedical entities such as gene, protein, cell, and cell-line is the first step and an important pre-requisite in biomedical literature mining. In this paper, we describe our hybrid named entity tagging approach namely BCC-NER (bidirectional, contextual clues named entity tagger for gene/protein mention recognition). BCC-NER is deployed with three modules. The first module is for text processing which includes basic NLP pre-processing, feature extraction, and feature selection. The second module is for training and model building with bidirectional conditional random fields (CRF) to parse the text in both directions (forward and backward) and integrate the backward and forward trained models using margin-infused relaxed algorithm (MIRA). The third and final module is for post-processing to achieve a better performance, which includes surrounding text features, parenthesis mismatching, and two-tier abbreviation algorithm. The evaluation results on BioCreative II GM test corpus of BCC-NER achieve a precision of 89.95, recall of 84. 15 and overall F-score of 86.95, which is higher than the other currently available open source taggers.
Introduction
Scientific literature is the major source of biomedical knowledge, and the interest in developing automated text mining solutions to extract useful information from biomedical text is increasing every year. Bio-named entity recognition (NER) is the key step for such information extraction from biomedical literature [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] .
Biomedical-named entities include genes, proteins, RNA, cell, and cell-line. NER in the biomedical domain is generally considered to be more difficult than other domains such as newswire as there is no standard nomenclature naming biomedical entities like genes and protein names resulting in ambiguity, and further, there are millions of biomedical entity names in use and more entities are added regularly [2, 3] . Moreover biomedical entities such as gene and protein names have similar morphology and context [6] .
The commonly used techniques for NER task are rulebased approaches [4] , dictionary-based approaches [3] , machine learning approaches [2] , and recent hybrid systems which use a combination of two or more approaches. Presently, hybrid approaches give best results in NER task [4, 5] . To understand the current state-of-the-art, we briefly introduce some of the recent hybrid approaches explored for biomedical NER task. Raja et al. [4] used a hybrid named entity rule-based tagger with 14 hand-crafted rules and a set of post-processing methods and an abbreviation algorithm to tag the human gene/proteins from biomedical articles.
Leaman et al. [2] proposed a machine learning-based open source biomedical named entity system which was a combination of conditional random fields (CRF) and some postprocessing methods to tag gene/proteins. Campos et al. [3] designed a biomedical hybrid tagger with machine learning algorithm and lexicon-based approaches. Zhu et al. [5] used both support vector machines (SVM) and CRF for better performance. SVM, a binary classifier, was used to separate the biological terms from non-biological terms, and CRF was used to determine the types of biological terms. Thus, the results of SVM as well as CRF were fused and a useful algorithm was developed after applying two rules.
In this paper, we describe our hybrid approach, namely BCC-NER (bidirectional, contextual clues named entity tagger for gene/protein mention recognition) which uses bidirectional parsing with the tagging results of forward and backward models combined and trained using CRF model. In order to achieve a better performance, we further applied surrounding text features, parenthesis mismatching, and twotier abbreviation algorithms post-processing steps. Figure 1 depicts the workflow of various modules in BCC-NER.
Materials and methods
BCC-NER is the hybrid named entity recognition system trained and tested on BioCreative II GM corpus [7] . The system is composed of the following three modules.
(1)Text processing module which includes NLP preprocessing, feature extraction, and selection (2)CRF training module, which uses bidirectional CRF for learning and labeling in both directions and model integration using MIRA (3)Post-processing module, which includes contextual clues and abbreviation identification algorithm.
The details of each module are described in the following sections.
Text processing

Text preprocessing
In order to prepare the corpus for feature extraction and NER, the following preprocessing steps were applied initially: (i) sentence splitting for splitting the articles or abstracts to sentences, (ii) tokenization for splitting the sentences into individual tokens, (iii) lemmatization to convert the tokens to the basic form of the word, (iv) POS tagging, and (v) chunking. OpenNLP [8] was used for sentence splitting, tokenization, POS tagging, and chunking. BioLemmatizer [9] was employed for lemmatization.
Feature extraction
After preprocessing, for each token, various kinds of features were extracted. These features were based on the local Fig. 1 The workflow of various modules in BCC-NER context of each token such as orthographic, morphological, prefix, and suffix features. Orthographic features include the rules of spelling, capitalization, digitization, and punctuation. Morphologic features include identification of the role of words in sentences and their prefixes/suffixes as features. In addition to those above, the features of the preceding two words and the next two words are also used as offset conjunction features. In total, we have used 32 features which are illustrated in Table 1 .
In addition to the above basic features, we have also used the general NER features such as N-gram [10] and corpus frequency words [11] to improve the performance of the tagger. For the N-gram feature, we used character N-grams using a sliding window of size 4. The sliding window starts from the beginning to four characters of each token [10] .
In our initial tagging, we found some of the tokens tagged as a bio-entity in one sentence but not tagged in some other sentence due to the variation in sentence structure. For example, the gene COR was tagged as gene in one occurrence but not in the second in the same abstract (BC2GM000136143). In order to overcome this issue and uniformly tag such tokens, we used corpus frequency words feature only for noun tokens.
For corpus frequency words, we calculated the total number of times each word or sequences of words occur in the corpus. We took the words or sequences of words with a minimum threshold frequency in the range of (1-10) into consideration.
Notation: We write θfreq as the count for set of gene/ protein names occurring in the corpus.
Cf w ð Þ≤ θ freq ð1Þ
where cf(w) denotes the corpus frequency of the word w, i.e., the total number of times w occurs in the corpus. In our experiments, we set θfreq = 10.
Feature selection
Due to the inclusion of rich set of features including word N-grams, the number of features associated with each token is very large and many of them may not be related to the tokens. Further, redundancy may also occur during the training phase of the samples which can cause performance degradation of the tagger. In order to use only the most informative features for classification task and to discard unrelated features, we employed a principle component analysis (PCA)-based feature selection method [12] . PCA is the most commonly used dimension reduction method. The vital scheme of PCA is to shrink the dimensionality of a feature set albeit trying to retain the variance present in the original predictor features to the greatest degree possible [13] .
PCA converts the data to a new dimensional space in such a way that the features with the highest eigenvalue component comes to the first coordinate, next, the eigenvalue component on the second coordinate, and so on. The dimensionality of the data is then shrunk by ignoring the lower eigenvalue components. Thus, PCA provides the most essential directions that can efficiently represent the data which is shortly explained below [14] .
The full principal component decomposition of data matrix X can be given as T = XW where W is a 2D matrix whose columns are the eigenvectors of X T X. The transformation T = XW maps a data vector x(i) from an original space of p variables to a new space of p variables which are uncorrelated over the dataset. However, not all the principal components are kept during the transformation. Only the first L principal components produced by using the first Lloading vectors that are kept gives the truncated transformation T L = XW L where the matrix T L now has n rows but only L columns. In other words, PCA learns a linear transformation where the columns of p × L matrix W form an orthogonal basis for the L features that are de-correlated [15] . Among all the data matrices thus transformed to only L columns, this score matrix maximizes the variance in the original data that has been preserved, while minimizing the total squared reconstruction error.
Bidirectional CRF model and integration 2.2.1 CRF
Conditional random fields or CRFs are probabilistic frameworks first introduced by Lafferty et al. for labeling and segmenting sequential data. CRFs are a class of statistical modeling methods often applied in pattern recognition and machine learning problems. Whereas an ordinary classifier predicts a label for a single sample with no regards to "neighboring" samples, a CRF can take the context into account [16] . The CRF learning [17] is given by
However, in named entity recognition task, CRF computes the probability P (A|B) of given input sequence B = b 1 ….b n in the form of a tokenized text and predictable label sequence A = a 1 …..a n in the form of a labeled tokenized text. In the context of NER, a labeled text indicates I-inside [Gene/Protein], O-outside, and B-beginning [Gene/Protein]. In order to learn conditional distributions between A k and feature functions from the observable data in NER, it is necessary to calculate the probability of a given label (B, I, O) in sequence A given B. The model assigns a numerical weight to each feature, and then those weights are combined to determine the probability of A k . The conditional probability is calculated as follows:
where λ k is a parameter to be estimated from training data and indicates the informativeness of the respective feature, Z(B) is a normalization factor and 
Bidirectional CRF
In CRF labeling, we used the special forward and backward parsing techniques to dissect the entities in both directions. In forward parsing, the input tokens are read and tagged in their original order (left to right), while in backward parsing, it is done in the reverse order [18] . Further, we have used the second-order CRF for both forward and backward learning. In a higher order model of "n," each label depends on a specific number of "n" previous labels. Thus, the probability will consider not only the previous observation and its features but also n-previous observations and features. Though the higher order models provide improved results, the training complexity of higher order models increases exponentially. So we used the second-order CRF which is generally used in NER task [2] .
Model integration
The common ways to combine the results of bidirectional parsing includes simple set operations such as intersection and union. Usually, intersection will improve the precision and reduce the recall, while using union will improve the recall and reduce the precision [18] . In general, union and intersection methods failed to improve the performance because they lead to a trade-off between recall and precision. For better model integration, we used MIRA algorithm proposed by Crammer and Singer [19] . MIRA solves the above mentioned trade-off problem, since it combines the forward and backward models by adding the feature weights of both models [19] . Further, MIRA successfully reduces the training time by exploiting the no update procedure if the instance is classified as correct and also reduces the memory space by following no fixed step size for the update procedure. Hence, we have used MIRA for model combination and compared its performance with union in terms of both results and processing time.
MIRA is an online algorithm for multiclass classification problems. The objective of using MIRA is for building combined model with reduced training time and memory space. It is designed to learn a set of parameters (vector or matrix) by processing all the given training examples one-by-one and updating the parameters according to each training example, so that the current training example is classified correctly with a margin against incorrect classifications at least as large as their loss [20] . The change of the parameters is kept as small as possible.
The score of the current correct training y must be greater than the score of any other possible y′ by at least the loss (number of errors) of that y′ in comparison to y.
Post-processing
To further improve the performance of our system, we applied the following three post-processing techniques (a) Relation words: In biomedical text, existence of some relation keywords (binding, activate, etc.) implies that some protein names might occur [21] . We compiled around 400 interaction keywords from biomedical texts. If any relation keyword was present in the sentence, then its previous and next words were checked for protein/gene names occurring three or more times in the training set. They were then tagged as gene names if occurring so. (b)Connective words: Similar to the relation word features, here, we checked for the linguistic cue connective words such as "and" and "or" in the sentence. If these words were present in the sentence, then the previous and next words were checked for protein/gene names that occur three or more times in the training set and tagged as gene names.
Parenthesis mismatching
One problem with CRF modeling is that it wrongly identifies the parenthesis, and it leads to parenthesis mismatching problem. For example, in the case of an opening curly brace being tagged and the closing curly brace not tagged, we need to remove the mismatched curly brace. We used left parenthesis and right parenthesis extension method to remove the mismatched parenthesis tagging [2] . This is shown in the following example 1. Example 1: Sentence: The hepatocyte nuclear factor-3 (HNF-3)/ forkhead (fkh) proteins consist of an extensive family of tissue-specific and developmental gene regulators.
Before post-processing: (|B HNF|I -| I 3|I) |O After post-processing: (|O HNF|B -| I 3|I) |O
Two-tier abbreviation algorithm
In abbreviation resolution, we used two popular techniques, namely (a) identification of the missed LF (long form) and SF (short form) [22] and (b) abbreviation disambiguation [23] .
(a) Identifying the LF (long form) and SF (short form): CRF tagger most of the time tags only long form or short form and misses either one. To tackle this and identify the missed long-form and short-form abbreviations, we used a modified version of the simple abbreviation algorithm which is used in BioC [22] and named as "extract abbreviation method". This is shown in the following Example 2. Example 2: Sentence: Brown adipose tissue (BAT) and brown-like cells in white adipose tissue (WAT) can dissipate energy. Before Post-processing: Brown |O adipose |O tissue |O (|B BAT|I) |I After Post-processing: Brown |B adipose |I tissue |I (|B BAT|I) |I (b)Abbreviation disambiguation: The second technique in two-tier abbreviation algorithm is abbreviation disambiguation. Sometimes two proteins or two genes have the same abbreviation, for example, "angiotensin converting enzyme (ACE)"and "acetylcholinesterase (ACE). ".In the above example, "ACE" denotes both angiotensin converting enzyme (ACE) and acetylchlinesterase (ACE). To overcome this problem, we used the abbreviation disambiguation method word sense disambiguation (WSD) [23] . In WSD, along with other features, we used domain specific features such as CUI (concept unique identifiers) [24] and MeSH terms [25] . WSD identifies all related words in the text which could be mapped to CUI or MeSH terms and disambiguates them to their correct sense of the long form or short form.
Results and discussions
BCC-NER training and testing is based on BioCreative II GM corpus which contains 15,000 training sentences and 5000 testing sentences [7] . While training and testing, we employed our feature set with bidirectional CRF models in both forward and backward directions. Finally, we applied MIRA algorithm to integrate both models to construct the combined model. The measures of precision, recall and F-scores were used to evaluate the performance of learning models. The following four different learning were performed We carried out our experiment with the following performance measure criteria using the three equations given below.
Where, TP refers to the number of proportion of biological entities correctly identified by our hybrid approach, FN refers to the number of proportion of biological entities that the approach failed to identify and FP refers to the number of proportion of biological entities that were incorrectly identified by this approach Table 2 represents the results of the evaluation in BioCreative II GM test corpus. The results illustrate that our hybrid approach accomplishes improved results. In forward parsing model, it gives an F-score of 86.21 and in bidirectional combined model using union method it improves the F-score to 86.51. The final combined model with MIRA algorithm resulted in a higher F-score of 86.95. The additional advantage of using MIRA is in terms of training time. The training time of both forward and backward model in a Linux sever with 48 GB RAM was approximately 4 h. The training time of the combined model using union model was about 7 h. However, the MIRA combined model completed the training in 5 h.
Comparison with other systems: Table 3 shows the performance comparison of our system with other open source machine learning systems in BioCreative II GM corpus [26] . While LingPipe, ABNER and BANNER systems uses single CRF model with different feature set for gene/protein mentions. Our system attains better results by using combined MIRA model with rich set of features and post-processing module. The unique features and methodology of our system which contributes performance improvement is discussed in the following section.
Discussions
In this paper, we describe our hybrid named entity recognition system named BCC-NER for tagging biomedical entities. BCC-NER integrated all major happenings in current NER task and includes three modules. For example, we have used a rich set of features combining the major 32 basic ones, word Ngrams, and corpus frequency words. The state-of-theart feature selection and extraction algorithm PCA was applied to reduce the high number of features associated with each tokens.
The latest results on biomedical NER clearly indicate that better performance can be achieved by combining several systems. In these lines, BCC-NER employs bidirectional CRF model combined with MIRA. We are the first one to explore such a combination using MIRA in biomedical NER which gives improvised outcomes than the traditional union and intersection methods. Another important feature that contributes to our hybrid approach is the consideration of contextual clues. In contextual clues, our tagger finds the interaction words and checks if the previous and next words are present in the postkeyword list (pkl). If present, it is tagged as a gene.
For example, Before post-processing: Early complement components, <gene>C1q</gene> and C4, and IgA secretory piece were absent.
In the above example, our contextual clues find the connective word "and," and then checks for the previous and next words for their presence in pkl. The previous word C1q has been already tagged as gene. So the next word "c4" is then checked for its presence in pkl and tagged as gene after this step. After post-processing: Early complement components, <gene>C1q</gene> and <gene>C4</gene>, and IgA secretory piece were absent.
Following this step, we re-implemented the same step again but with relation words. If any relation keywords are found in the sentence, then both its previous and next words were checked for protein/gene names occurring three or more times in the training set.
Finally, we applied the parenthesis post-processing and two-tier abbreviation algorithm as explained above in the Sections 2.3.2 and 2.3.3. Thus, the issues of parenthesis mismatching and abbreviation disambiguation were subdued.
Conclusions
We propose a hybrid named entity tagging approach BCC-NER which on evaluation indicates that the inclusion of rich set of features and utilization of bidirectional CRF combined with MIRA gives best results. Additional performance improvement was achieved by postprocessing steps including surrounding text features, parenthesis mismatching and two-tier abbreviation algorithm.
Although in BCC-NER we tried to integrate various state-of-the-art methods on existing tools, some aspects can be further explored. We are currently investigating other approaches including domain knowledge information through the use of dictionaries or machine learningbased solutions. In addition, we plan to include methods like co-training, superior abbreviation algorithms and different features to generate improved results.
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